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ABSTRACT 
 
A microbial fuel cell is the energy harvesting technology being studied; this technology 
converts various substrates, water-based organic fuels, and wastewater into electrical 
energy by the catalytic reaction of microorganism. The research seeks to establish a 
comparison in the performance of bioelectrochemical properties (BEP) for microbial fuel 
cells (MFCs). The experiment set-up consisted of two identical MFCs; one with 30% PTFE 
coated carbon cloth and the other with untreated carbon cloth (AvCarb 1071HCB). Type 
304 Stainless steel mesh #20 cathode electrode was used and then sectioned to a surface 
area of 36 cm2. Proton exchange membrane and Nafion membrane both were sectioned 
to the similar surface area of 36cm2. These membranes were of different thicknesses, 
that is; Nafion (0.05mm, 0.18mm respectively) and CMI-7000S (0.45mm thickness). The 
type of MFC used was the double-chamber MFC, which consisted of the anode and 
cathode chamber. The anode and cathode chamber was immersed in the open water bath 
regulated at a temperature of 350C. On the start-up, the anode chamber was fed with 
800ml of municipality wastewater and 90ml of primary sludge collected from the 
primary clarifier effluent plant in municipality wastewater treatment plant. On re-
feeding after seven (7) days, 87.5ml (1/4 of the total solution) was removed and 87.5ml 
of the fresh wastewater was added at the same time and 100ml of sludge was also loaded 
on the anode chamber with a residence time of four (4) weeks. The coated anode (30% 
PTFE carbon cloth) is more efficient in generating power than the untreated anode; 
however, there is a limitation on the thickness of the membrane. The performance of 
individual membrane varies significantly with the type and thickness of the membrane 
and this directly affects the overall performance of MFC. 
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Terms here are operationally defined for better understanding of the readers. 
Bioelectrochemical – are biological components that are used to facilitate the 
generation of electricity (Uwe Schroender, 2007)  
Biofilm – is any group or community of microorganism in which bacterial cells stick to 
each other on a surface and form a matrix which can potentially transport electrons. 
Membrane or Separator – is a material that physically keeps the anode and cathode 
liquids separated in order to maintain balanced charge distribution between both 
electrodes (Harnisch and Scroeder, 2009). 
Microbial Fuel Cell (MFC) – is the energy harvesting device which converts various 
substrates, water-based organic fuels and wastewater into electrical energy by the 
catalytic reaction of microorganism (Rabaey and Verstraete, 2005) 
Mixed Microflora – may be defined as a mixed community of microorganisms or bacteria 
which are found on or in a special location of a host organism or the environment. 
PH splitting – this phenomenon occurs when pH increases in the cathode chamber and 
decreases in the anodic chamber (Gil et al., 2003
1 
 
 
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
1.1 AIM 
 
To determine the performance of bioelectrochemical properties between the proton exchange 
membrane and cation exchange for microbial fuel cells. 
1.2 AWARENESS OF THE PROBLEM  
 
The problem for comparative study in the performance of bioelectrochemical properties 
for microbial fuel cells is of utmost importance since it is recently where microbial fuel 
cells have been developed with possible opportunities for practical applications. 
  
There is enough literature published about the performance of proton exchange 
membrane (PEM) and cation exchange membrane (CEM). However, more research work 
is still required. These will give opportunities to other researchers to address barriers 
limiting the practical application of MFCs. Further breakthroughs in membrane materials, 
performance and configuration should be pursued in future works (Wen et al., 2010). 
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1.3 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
 
The literature revealed that microbial fuel cell (MFC) performance depends on 
parameters such as; proton exchange membrane performance, substrate conversion rate, 
oxygen permeability, overpotential at the anode and cathode, internal resistance and 
operating conditions (Rabaey et al., 2005).  
  
This research work will concentrate on the systematic performance of two membrane 
materials including cation exchange membrane and proton exchange membrane. In the 
literature; membranes have been demonstrated to significantly improve the overall 
performance of MFCs (Harnisch and Scroeder, 2009).  
 
1.3.1 Sub-problem 1:  Cation exchange membranes (CEM) increase the overall 
internal resistance of microbial fuel cell (MFC) (Harnisch and Schroeder, 2009). 
 
1.3.2 Sub-problem 2:  Retarded transfer of a proton from the anodic chamber to the 
cathode, which leads to pH splitting and this will lower the system stability and 
bioelectrochemical performance (Gil et al., 2003). 
 
1.3.3 Sub-problem 3:  The performance of individual membrane or separator varies 
significantly with the type, thickness, surface conditions and configuration of the 
membrane as well as the operating conditions.  Therefore, it will be difficult to 
develop a systematic comparison their relative performances (Wen et al., 2010).  
 
1.3.4 Sub-problem 4:  A layer of carbonate salt may develop on the air-cathode and 
affects the cathode performance (Pham et al., 2005). 
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1.4 BACKGROUND AND JUSTIFICATION 
 
Microbial fuel cell (MFC) is a gradually developing field that lacks established 
terminology and methods for the analysis of system performance. This makes it difficult 
for academic researchers to compare devices on an equivalent basis. However, the use 
for ion exchange membranes is consistently growing, and more systematic studies are 
necessary to compare and evaluate the effect of the membranes on performances. 
  
Not only will the academic researchers benefit from this study but also South African 
citizens as well since the world lack adequate sanitation, inexpensive energy resource 
and the economic means to afford it. Microbial fuel cells (MFCs) represent a completely 
new method of renewable energy recovery. As mentioned in the literature, electricity can 
be generated using any biodegradable material without the addition of any special 
chemicals (Zhang et al., 2009). 
An MFC without a separator causes acceleration of substrate diffusion which leads to a 
rapid biofouling or deactivation of a cathode and deteriorate the MFC performance. 
Therefore, a separator is necessary to assure the efficient and sustainable operation of an 
MFC (Harnisch and Schroeder, 2009). 
 
The most commonly used proton exchange membrane (PEM) is Nafion; from the 
literature, this has shown great performance.  Alternatively, the cation exchange 
membrane (CMI-7000S) and Anion exchange membrane (AMI-7001) are well suited for 
MFC applications and are considerably more cost-effective than Nafion. 
Unfortunately, for most of the separators, their physical architectures, chemical 
limitations, the specific mechanisms of ion and mass transfer as well as the building up of 
internal resistance are unclear yet.  Therefore, in addition to a continuous exploration on 
new membrane materials and configurations, it is equally important to get a better 
understanding of the membrane and solution properties, to optimise the operating 
conditions of the existing membranes and to improve their performances (Logan, 2009).  
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1.5 RESEARCH QUESTIONS  
 
The central question is what is the performance of proton exchange membrane and cation 
exchange membrane relative to each other in municipal wastewater? 
 
The following are sub-questions: 
1.    Whom does the problem affect? Specific groups, organisations, academic researchers 
or community as a whole. 
2.    What actions could the academic researchers or other field specialists do to improve 
the performances of both the proton exchange membrane and cation exchange 
membrane? 
3.    Does the membrane performance directly affect the performance of MFC? 
4.    What are the reasons for not having more literature and research activities done on 
this problem? 
 
1.6 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
 
The following are the research objectives:  
1.    To compare and evaluate the performance of two membranes, that is; proton 
exchange membrane and cation exchange membrane in the municipal wastewater.  
2.    To identify factors associated with unstable and low performance of MFC.  
3.    To determine the cost associated with the construction of MFC and make 
recommendations.  
4.    Develop an explanatory theory that associates the performance of PEM and CEM with 
the performance of microbial fuel cells (MFCs). 
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1.7 HYPOTHESIS 
 
This study is designed to assess the following hypothesis: 
 
1. In anaerobic conditions; reduction in spacing because of ohmic resistance increases 
power density.   
 
2. Reducing electrode spacing, utilising electrode coating with low resistance and 
increasing solution conductivity limit ohmic losses. 
 
 
3. The performance of individual membrane varies significantly with the type, thickness, 
surface conditions and the configuration of the membrane, as well as the operating 
conditions. 
 
1.8 ASSUMPTIONS 
 
The study is based on the following assumptions: 
 
1. Membrane configuration will increase the required cost in construction of MFC. 
 
2. Natural occurring mixed microflora of the microbial fuel cell will behave the same 
under set operating anaerobic conditions. 
 
 
1.9 DELIMITATION OF THE RESEARCH 
 
The research is concentrated on the performance of bioelectrochemical properties 
between the proton exchange membrane and cation exchange membrane in the 
municipal wastewater. 
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In this research, performances of several different commercially available membranes 
such as bipolar, microfiltration, ultrafiltration, glass fibre and porous fabrics membrane 
will not be analysed or tested. The most commonly used proton exchange membrane 
(PEM) is Nafion due to its good performance. However, the researcher chose to use both 
a cation exchange membrane (Ultrex CMI-7000S) and Nafion. 
 
 The relative performances of the membranes in two-compartment MFCs will be 
systematically compared in terms of; oxygen, substrate, proton transfer efficiencies, 
internal resistance, overall power density and columbic efficiency of the MFC. Single 
compartment MFC will not be considered in this research work. 
 
1.10 MODEL CONSTRUCTION  
 
Raw wastewater collected from the municipality will be used as feed solution. The 
performance of bioelectrochemical properties between the two membranes will be 
conducted using a dual-chambered compartment.  
 
1.10.1 Materials 
 
Anode electrode will be made of carbon fibre cloth (uncoated carbon fibre cloth, 30% 
coated PTFE on one side) and cathode electrode made of stainless-steel mesh size 20. 
 
1.10.2  Configuration 
Dual-chambered microbial fuel cells (MFCs) will be constructed to compare the 
performance of the membranes: anode with cathode electrode exposed to oxygen 
separated in the middle by a proton exchange membrane (PEM) and cation exchange 
membrane (CEM). 
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The test for cation exchange membrane (CEM) and proton exchange membrane (PEM) 
will be conducted in raw wastewater collected from municipal using a dedicated model 
which would be designed and fabricated by the respective laboratory or research group. 
Both membranes will be operated separately to assess and systematically compare the 
performance at room temperature. 
 
The performance will be measured in terms of oxygen permeability, substrate conversion 
rate, proton transfer efficiency, internal resistance, columbic efficiency, power density 
and the overall costs of MFC construction. 
  
1.11 RESEARCH METHODS 
 
This field of research is a multidisciplinary field, which requires an integrated approach 
for providing research activities.  To completely explore the problem, various research 
methods will be utilised during different phases of the research work on the project.  As 
mentioned below, these methods include; experimental, analytical, qualitative and 
quantitative method. 
 
1.11.1 Experimental Method 
 
This method will be used to collect data which will be more comparable with the results 
obtained from the literature review.  The general features of the microbial fuel cell will 
be anode compartment and cathode compartment divided by a membrane wall.  
 
1.11.2 Analytical Method 
 
Analytical methods will be the preferred way to determine the outcome of a hypothesis 
since this method is capable of being subjected to a methodology involving mathematical 
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analysis.  This method will be used to fully predict the implication of theory and also in 
solving mathematical equations entirely without any degree of estimation.  
 
1.11.3 Qualitative Method 
 
This method will describe what happened in the research work and also interpret the 
results.  It will also give the meaning of the results and also what will happen over time.  
The information will be gathered through a questionnaire, observation, technology study 
and conversation with the specialist from the field. 
 
1.11.4 Quantitative Method 
 
The research work at hand will highly concentrate on the comparison of the performance 
of bioelectrochemical properties between two membranes using parameters such as; 
substrate convention rate, proton transfer efficiency, the internal resistance of the MFCs, 
overpotential at the anode and cathode. The literature will assist because of the 
explanation of the outcome.  
 
1.12 CURRENT AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 
 
In general, MFCs have yet to find their ideal applicability. Creating a practical autonomous 
power source is challenging, but the benefits for both society and national security would 
be tremendous.  
  
The ability to harvest energy from waste (food, industrial, municipal) and generate 
electricity as a by-product will likely be the most suitable niche in the next decade for 
MFCs and progress is already being made in this direction (Li et al., 2010). MFCs will 
continue to be developed into a practical alternative energy source as long as their 
impractical power outputs are increased. 
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MFC has evolved from unscalable configuration to scalable configuration, accompanied 
by the rapid elevating power output and ever-lowering cost. Although sediment fuel cells 
without membranes have been reported for practical application, these resulted in 
problems and diminish MFC performance. Therefore, a separator is essential to ensure 
efficient and stable operation of MFC’s. However, these have limitations and drawbacks 
including proton transfer, oxygen, substrate permeation, and fouling. These limiting 
factors can affect MFC performance.  Thus, further breakthroughs in separator materials 
and configurations should be pursued in future developments. A better understanding of 
the separator properties, as well as the influencing factors, would enable the optimization 
of separator operating conditions and thus further improve the MFC performance. 
  
Majority of the existing membranes are originally designed for chemical fuel cell and is 
not necessarily suitable for MFCs. Development of proton-specific membrane according 
to the MFC characteristics can be a good solution. Continued effort should be devoted to 
breaking the paradox of proton transfer and oxygen permeation, which present the major 
constraint for most membranes. 
Recent research and analysis of literature review show that higher power densities can 
be obtained from improved MFC designs with the adoption of cost-effective materials and 
mechanically robust material.  
  
MFC performance is largely dependent on the conditions of the anodic and cathodic 
solution and other operating factors. It is thus of high importance to understand the 
properties of the membrane as well as the main influencing factors, based on which the 
suitable operating conditions can be found, and membrane performance can be 
improved. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
A microbial fuel cell is the energy harvesting technology being studied; this technology 
converts various substrates, water-based organic fuels, and wastewater into electrical 
energy by the catalytic reaction of microorganism (Logan et al., 2006). Major efforts are 
devoted to developing alternative electricity production methods this is another reason 
why MFC has generated considerable interests among academic researchers in recent 
years (Logan et al., 2006). 
  
Compared to the commercial fuel cells, MFC will remain underdeveloped as long as low 
power densities are generated from the best systems (Venkata Mohan et al., 2006). MFC 
still face many challenges but with consistent advances, especially concerning the 
cathode, performance can continue to improve. Cathode performance can significantly 
improve by increasing solution conductivity and also by reducing internal resistance 
achieved by reducing the distance between electrodes (Du et al., 2007).   
In the construction of MFC, anodic material mostly used is graphite available as graphite 
plates or rods. Graphite has a much larger surface area for bacterial adhesion to facilitate 
effective electron transfer (Venkata Mohan et al., 2006). Ferricyanide is mostly used in 
the experiments as an electron acceptor in the microbial fuel cells due to its good 
performance. The greatest disadvantage, however, is the insufficient reoxidation by 
oxygen. Oxygen is the suitable electron acceptor for an MFC due to its high oxidant 
potential, availability, low cost, sustainability and the lack of a chemical waste 
product.  The majority of MFC designs require the separator of the anode and the cathode 
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compartment, the most commonly used is Nafion (costly). Alternatively, inexpensive 
exchange membranes such as CEM and AEM are used (Logan et al., 2006) 
2.2 HISTORY OF MICROBIAL FUEL CELL DEVELOPMENT 
 
Microbial fuel cells (MFCs) have emerged as a promising yet challenging technology.  In 
an MFC, microorganism converts chemical energy present in organic compounds directly 
into electric energy by transferring electrons to an anode.  The earliest work on MFC 
demonstrated by Potter in 1910 described the production of electric energy from living 
cultures of Escheria coli and Saccharomyces. This work did not receive any significant 
attention until the 1980s when it was discovered that MFC performance could be 
improved in terms of current density and the power output.  The major advance on the 
system occurred after the discovery of microbes which can transfer electrons directly to 
the anode without the need of mediators rendering MFCs as a viable technology to 
generate electric power.  These microbes were found to be more stable and produce more 
columbic efficiency (Kim et al., 1999). 
Research initiatives are focused on alternate, renewable and carbon-neutral energy 
sources.  Production of electrical energy using microorganisms through microbial fuel 
cells is one such renewable and sustainable technology that is considered to be the most 
efficient and carbon-neutral sources.  The fact that bacteria can oxidize the substrate to 
produce electricity makes MFCs an ideal solution for several biotechnology processes, for 
example, domestic energy production and wastewater treatment aiding in 
bioremediation of hydrocarbons in groundwater and sediment for environmental 
sensors which increases the application niches of MFCs (Lovley, 2006).  
In recent years, rapid advances have been made in MFC research as a source of bioenergy 
production and the technical aspects have been reviewed extensively. These resulted 
from the increase in many journal publications in the past years with more academic 
researchers joining the research field.  The current power density output trends are 
encouraging but power density levels should increase substantially to render MFC 
technology for wide commercial applications.  Not only will the academic researchers 
benefit from this study but also South African citizens as well since the world lack 
adequate sanitation, inexpensive energy resource and the economic means to afford it.  
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Microbial fuel cell presents several advantages, both operational and functional, in 
comparison to the currently used technologies for the generation of the energy of organic 
matter or treatment of wastewater (Logan and Regan, 2006a). 
 
2.3 MICROBIAL FUEL CELL PRINCIPLES 
 
A microbial fuel cell is the energy harvesting technology being studied; this technology 
converts various substrates, water-based organic fuels, and wastewater into electrical 
energy by the catalytic reaction of microorganism (Logan et al., 2006). In general, the 
overall reaction of MFC is the breakdown of the substrate to carbon dioxide and water 
with a production of electricity as a by-product. Electric current generations are made 
possible by keeping microbes separated from oxygen or any other end terminal acceptor 
other than the anode and this requires an anaerobic anodic chamber (Du et al., 2007).   
                                                        
 A typical microbial fuel cell design consists of an anode and a cathode compartment 
separated by a proton exchange membrane (PEM), as shown below in Figure 2.1. The 
general operation of MFC; firstly, an anode respiring bacterium breaks down the organic 
waste to carbon dioxide and transfers the electrons released to the anode. Finally, the 
electrons complete the circuit by traveling to the cathode compartment through an 
external circuit, where they react with oxygen and hydrogen ions to form water, thus 
producing an electric current which is measured by a voltmeter or ammeter connected 
to the device. Protons generated in the process are transferred to the cathode through 
the PEM. The off-gases of MFCs are enriched in carbon dioxide and normally have no 
useful energy content. The direct transfer of electrons from the bacteria to the anode is 
hampered by overpotential which causes a loss in the actual current output that can be 
obtained by MFCs. Overpotentials are potential losses due to electron transfer resistance 
and internal resistance (Rabaey and Verstraete, 2005). 
MFCs run without any expensive catalysts-just based on bacteria, plus organic material 
as food for the greedy microbes and anaerobic conditions provided.  Since the bacteria 
are not choosy, many sources of organic material can be used as an energy supply, ranging 
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from simple molecules like carbohydrates or proteins to complex mixtures, such as are 
present in wastewater and sludge (Rabaey and Verstraete, 2005). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1: Operating principles of microbial fuel cell (MFC).  Substrates are oxidised by bacteria which 
transfer electrons to an anode.  The electrons from an anode travel through a circuit to the cathode where 
they react with oxygen to form water (Rabaey and Verstraete, 2005). 
 
In the microbial fuel cells (MFCs), microorganisms oxidise organic compounds as part of 
their energy metabolism and transfer electrons to an anode, which acts as the terminal 
electron acceptor of the respiratory chain, in the process called respiring (Rabaey and 
Verstraete, 2005).  Respiring microorganisms can use a large variety of different electron 
acceptors, ranging from oxygen, nitrate, iron and manganese oxides to sulphate (Madigan 
et al., 2000).   
Anode reducing bacteria are capable of using an anode as electron acceptor and gain 
energy from their metabolism due to the potential different between, whereas MFC could 
be used to recover energy from the potential difference.  Fermentative bacteria are also 
able to produce current in microbial fuel cells, however, only one-third of the electrons 
are possibly available for electricity generation whereas two-third remain in the 
produced fermentation products such as acetate and butyrate (Rabaey and Verstraete, 
2005).   
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The advantage of using bacteria or biological fuel cells are; mild operating conditions, 
ambient temperatures, near to neutral pH and the virtual range of potential fuels 
(Schroeder, 2007).  Recently, two bacteria that exhibit high coulombic efficiency as pure 
cultures have been described; these bacteria, Geobacter Sulferreducens and Rhodoferax 
ferrireducens, are capable of transferring the majority of the electrons gained from the 
carbon sources acetate and glucose, respectively to the anode (Rabaey and Verstraete, 
2005).   
 
Du et al 2007 reported that the overall reaction of MFC is the breakdown of the 
biodegradable substrate to carbon dioxide and water with a production of electricity as a 
by-product.  An electric current generation is made possible by keeping the microbes in 
the anode compartment under anaerobic conditions as oxygen inhibits electricity 
generation whereas the cathode is exposed to oxygen. 
 
2.4 MICROBIAL FUEL CELL CONFIGURATIONS 
 
The general configuration of the microbial fuel cell consists of two compartments, one 
anodic chamber and cathodic chamber separated by a proton exchange membrane (PEM) 
as shown in Figure 2.1. Nevertheless, several types of MFCs have been developed, for 
example, single-chamber MFCs, dual-chamber and sediment MFCs. Designs for MFCs 
have expanded rapidly in the last five years in the literature. The main challenge in 
designing an MFC is first to identify sustainable material and architectures that maximize 
power generation and columbic efficiency, but the next challenge is to minimize cost and 
create inherently scalable architectures. 
There are a large variety of materials to choose from for MFC configuration and others 
are being developed.  Table 2.1 shows a summary of MFC components and materials.  The 
compartment can take various practical shapes, such as up-flow mode or stacked 
microbial fuel system.  MFC is operated under various conditions to evaluate the 
performance, increase the performance, power output and reduce the overall cost (Logan 
et al., 2009).  Below in Figure 2.2 are examples of different MFC configurations. 
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Table 2.1: Basic components of microbial fuel cells 
. 
2.4.1 Single-chamber MFC 
 
Typical single-chamber MFC system contains both anode and cathode in one chamber as 
shown in Figure 2(A). This simple design produces power output more efficiently and 
cost-effectively. The anode is placed close to the air-cathode, thus reducing internal 
resistance by housing both anode and cathode in one compartment while using oxygen 
as the electron acceptor. Protons are transferred from the solution to the porous air-
cathode (Du et al., 2007). 
Single-chamber and dual-chamber MFCs have been usually used with simple organic 
substrates or complex substrates like wastewater (Pant et al., 2010).  However, in the 
membrane-less configurations, there are drawbacks such as; microbial contamination 
and back diffusion of oxygen from cathode to anode without PEM are the major 
drawbacks in single-chamber MFCs (Kim et al., 2008).   
 
2.4.2 Dual-chamber MFC  
 
This is the most widely used design, typically operated in batch or continuous mode.  The 
standard dual-chamber MFC system is shown in Figure 2(B); it consists of an anodic 
chamber and a cathodic chamber connected by a proton exchange membrane such as 
Nafion or salt bridge to allow protons to move across to the cathode while blocking the 
diffusion of oxygen and the organic substrate in the anode (Du et al., 2007).  
The literature revealed that this design has the following drawbacks which limit the 
power generation; difficult to scale-up due to high internal resistance, complex design, 
Items Materials Remarks 
Anode electrode Graphite, carbon-cloth, carbon paper, pt black Necessary 
Cathode electrode Graphite, carbon-cloth, carbon paper, pt black Necessary 
Anodic chamber Glass, polycarbonate, plexiglass Necessary 
Cathodic chamber Glass, polycarbonate, plexiglass Optional 
Proton exchange system PEM, nafion, CEM, salt bridge, Ultrex Necessary 
Electrode catalyst Pt, Pt black, electrode mediator immobilised on 
anode 
Optional 
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and low membrane and anode surface ratio (Du et al., 2007).  However, these systems are 
currently used in laboratories for basic parameter research, such as examining power 
production using new materials, types of microbial communities that arise during the 
degradation of specific compounds (Logan et al., 2006). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.2: Schematic representation of a single-chambered MFC with a proton permeable layer coating 
the inside of the window-mounted cathode(A), dual-chambered MFC (B), stacked MFC with granular anode 
(C), Membrane-less up-flow configuration with cylindrical shape (D) (Du et al., 2007). 
 
 
 
 A B 
C D 
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2.4.3 Stacked MFC 
 
The stacked MFC is shown in Figure 2(C) with microbial fuel cells connected in series and 
in parallel to achieve high current output (Aelterman et al., 2006). The higher maximum 
bioelectrochemical reaction rate is allowed in the connection of MFC in parallel than in 
series, therefore a parallel connection is preferred since it generates more energy when 
operated in same volumetric flow and also maximise the chemical oxygen demand (COD) 
removal (Aelterman et al., 2006). 
 
2.4.4 Up- flow Mode MFC 
 
The cylindrical-shaped MFC in Figure 2(D) working in continuous flow mode is 
partitioned into two sections served as anode and cathode chamber.  The feed is supplied 
from the bottom of the anode passes upward of the cathode and exits at the top.  The 
diffusion barriers between the anode and the cathode provide a DO gradient for proper 
operation of the microbial fuel cells (Du et al., 2007).   
 
2.5 SUBSTRATE USED IN MICROBIAL FUEL CELLS (MFCs) 
 
Due to MFCs future possibility of extracting current from a wide range of soluble or 
dissolved complex organic wastes and renewable biomass.  A variety of substrates have 
been explored as feed as well as their performances and limitations.  In MFC, substrate 
not only provides energy for the bacterial growth and electricity generation but also 
significantly contribute towards MFC performance (Pant et al., 2010).   
 
The substrate can range from simple, pure, low molecular to complex organic matter 
containing wastewater to generate electricity. The composition, concentration, and type 
of substrate also affect the microbial community and power generation. In the initial 
years, a simple substrate such as acetate and glucose were commonly used, but in recent 
years researchers are using more unconventional substrates intending to utilize waste 
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biomass or treating wastewater on one hand and improving MFC output on the other 
(Cheng and Logan, 2011).  
Many organic substrates including carbohydrates, proteins, cellulose, and wastewater 
have been used as feed-in MFC Studies. Table 2.2 presents a list of substrates that have 
been used in MFC studies and the maximum current achieved. It is hoped that in the 
coming years, with the expected improvement in this technology and lower costs, more 
variety of substrate will be used leading to sustainable and economical bioenergy. These 
improved systems will be able to produce energy (electricity) from almost any renewable 
material including wastes and plant-based biomass (Du et al., 2007). 
Table 2.2: Different substrate used in microbial fuel cells (MFCs). 
 
2.6 ELECTRON TRANSFER MECHANISMS 
  
Currently, the bacteria transfer of electrons from the substrate to electrodes is mainly 
through two ways; direct electron transfer (mediator-less) and indirect (mediated) 
electron transfer (Schroeder, 2007). 
 
Type of substrate Concentration Maximum current 
density (MA/cm2) 
Acetate 1g/L 0.8 
Brewery wastewater 2240mg/L 0.2 
Cellulose particles 4g/L 0.02 
Domestic wastewater 600mg/L 0.06 
Farm manure 3kg 0.004 
Galactitol 1220mg/L 0.78 
Glucose 6.7mM 0.70 
Glucuronic acid 6.7nM 1.18 
Lactate 18nM 0.005 
Phenol 400gg/L 0.1 
Sodium formate 20mM 0.22 
Sodium furmarate 25mM 2.05 
Sucrose 2674mg/L 0.19 
Xylose 6.7mM 0.74 
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2.6.1 Direct electron transfer (mediator-less) 
 
The direct electron transfer takes place via physical contact of the bacterial cell 
membrane with the anode. This mechanism requires that the microorganisms possess 
membrane-bound electron transport proteins that transfer electrons from the inside of 
the bacterial cell to its outside (Shroeder, 2007). In this mediator-less MFCs utilizing 
anodophiles, microbes form a biofilm on the anode surface and use the anode as their end 
terminal electron acceptor in their anaerobic respiration (Du et al., 2007).   
 
A Microorganism which is found to transfer electrons directly to the anode are 
operationally stable and yield a high coulombic efficiency.  That is; Shewanella 
putrefaciens, Geobacteracene Sulferreducens, Geobacter metallireducens and Rhodoferax 
ferrireducens.  All these microbes are bioelectrochemically active and can form a biofilm 
on the anode surface and transfer electrons directly by conductance through the 
membrane (Du et al., 2007).   
Literature demonstrated that some Geobacter and the Shewanella strains can evolve 
electronically conducting molecular pili (nanowires) that allow the microorganism to 
reach and utilise more distant solid electron acceptors.  The formation of such nanowires 
may allow the development of thicker electroactive biofilms and thus higher anode 
performances (Schroeder, 2007). 
 
2.6.2 Indirect electron transfer (mediated)  
 
In mediated electron transfer, the electrons are transferred from the microorganisms to 
electron shuttles.  The MFCs that use mediators as electron shuttles are called mediator 
MFCs.  Most microbes are incapable of transferring electrons directly to the anode.  The 
outer layers of the majority of microbial species are composed of the non-conductive lipid 
membrane that hinders the direct electron transfer to the anode.  Therefore, a redox 
mediator is needed to transfer the electrons directly to the anode.  This process 
accelerates the electron transfer rate and thus increases the power output (Du et al., 
2007).  
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Mediators provide a platform for the microorganism to generate electrochemically active 
reduced products.  Some bacteria like Escherichia coli (Park and Zeikus, 2000) and 
Proteus (Kim et al., 2000) need the addition of mediators to the MFC to allow the transfer 
of electrons to the anode, such as thionine, benylviologen. 2, 6-dichlorophenolindophenol 
are added to the reactor as redox mediators (Du et al., 2007). 
 
2.7 MICROBES IN MICROBIAL FUEL CELLS (MFCs) 
 
The standard use for microbes in MFCs is to catalyze the oxidation of carbon electron 
sources and generate electrons in the anodic chamber.  MFCs make use of both the mixed 
cultures and pure bacteria cultures.  These resulted in several microbial species been 
used in MFC architectures of these species, strains from the Shewanella and Geobacter 
families comprise the bulk of MFC work (Biffinger et al., 2008). 
 
Microbial fuel cells can be operated in pure culture or in mixed culture.  Pure culture MFCs 
are imported for determining the capability of strains to produce current and to study the 
mechanisms of electron transfer to the anode (Kim et al., 1999).  For application 
purposes, mixed cultures are more suitable for the use of complex fuels such as 
wastewater (Ishii et al., 2008). 
Because bacteria use the anode in their metabolism, they strategically position 
themselves on the anode surface to form a bacteria community called a biofilm 
(Schroeder, 2007).  Biofilms are formed by bacteria such as Geobacter (sp) and 
Shewanella (sp).  If microbes are growing around the electrodes as biofilms, the increased 
feed rate is unlikely to affect the flora (Du et al., 2007). 
   
Maximum current densities have been archived for MFCs based on Shewanella 
Putrefenciens, Rhodoferax Ferrireducens and Geobacter Sulfurreducens respectively. 
These inhabiting metal reducing microorganisms in their natural environment often have 
to depend on solid terminal electron acceptors such as iron oxide (Schroeder, 2007).   
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The high bacterial cell counts and surface area-to-chamber volume ratio enable rapid and 
efficient shuttling of electrons to the anode surface and optimal utilisation of Shewanella 
(sp) metabolism.  Such conditions allow the Shewanella (sp) to efficiently 
scrub oxygen from the fuel supply while maximizing the current generated in nominally 
aerobic conditions (Biffinger et al., 2008). 
 
Du et al 2007 reported that the mixed culture MFCs offer good performances since mixed 
culture bacteria allows much wider substrate consumption.  In mixed culture MFCs, there 
are both electrophiles/anodophiles and groups that use natural mediators together in the 
same chamber.  The anodic reaction in mediator-less MFC constructed with metal-
reducing bacteria belongs primarily to the colonies of Rhodoferax and Geobacter  (Du et 
al., 2007).   
 
Rhodoferax Ferrireducens has so far been reported to utilize glucose, other 
microorganisms, especially Geobacter, and Shewanella strains cannot use complex 
substrate and have to rely on low-molecular organic acids and alcohols provided 
fermenting bacteria.  This can be expected to substantially lower the overall energy 
conversion efficiency (Schroeder, 2007). 
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CHAPTER 3 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
This chapter gives an outline of the experimental procedure followed in comparing and 
evaluating the performance of two membranes, that is; proton exchange membrane and 
Nafion membrane in the municipal wastewater. Compare the efficiencies of 30% PTFE 
coated anode and uncoated anode while using CMI-7000S and Nafion membrane of 
different thicknesses.  
 
3.2 MFC CONSTRUCTION 
 
The experiment set-up consisted of two identical MFCs as shown below in Figure 3.1; one 
with 30% PTFE coated carbon cloth and the other with untreated carbon cloth (AvCarb 
1071HCB). The carbon cloths were used as the anode electrode; both were sectioned to 
the same surface area of 36cm2. The cathode electrode used was the stainless steel mesh 
#20 type 304, and was sectioned to a surface area of 36cm2. Proton exchange membrane 
and Nafion membrane both were sectioned to the similar surface area of 36cm2. The type 
of MFC used was the double-chamber MFC, which consisted of the anode and cathode 
chamber. The anode and cathode chamber was immersed in the open water bath 
regulated at a temperature of 350C. A titanium wire was connected to the cathode and 
anode electrode to the external resistor and served as a current collector. The voltage 
across the external resistor in the MFC circuit was measured using a multimeter display 
device.  
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Figure 3.3: Double-chamber MFCs for both 30% PTFE coated and uncoated anode with 20 mesh stainless 
steel cathode immersed in the water bath regulated at 350C. 
 
3.3 MICROORGANISM AND MEDIUM 
 
On the start-up, the anode chamber was fed with 800ml of municipality wastewater and 
90ml of primary sludge collected from the primary clarifier effluent plant in municipality 
wastewater treatment plant.  On re-feeding after seven (7) days, 87.5ml (1/4 of the total 
solution) was removed and 87.5ml of the fresh wastewater was added at the same time 
and 100ml of sludge was also loaded on the anode chamber with a residence time of four 
(4) weeks. 
3.4 MFCs OPERATION 
 
MFCs were both operated in a temperature-controlled chamber at 350C.  The open-circuit 
(OCV) was measured and recorded while the electrodes were not connected to the 
external resistor so that there is no current flowing.  No additional buffer, vitamins or 
minerals were added to the wastewater.  Wastewater samples were stored at 50C, and 
new samples were collected every two weeks.  The experiments were conducted in a 
constant room temperature (250C).  The inoculation procedure consisted of filling the 
Water bath 
Resistor  
Water bath 
Resistor  
Multimeter  Multimeter  
Anode and cathode 
chamber  
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water bath and adjusting the pH levels daily for both anode and cathode solution with 
sulphuric acid and sodium hydroxide. 
3.5 CALCULATIONS AND MEASUREMENTS 
 
Voltages were measured and recorded every five (5) minutes using a compact multimeter 
(Model MT22, Major Tech) subjected to various external resistance. Current, I [mA], was 
calculated according to I=V/Rex, where V is the voltage [mV] and Rex is the external 
resistance [W]. Power, P [mV], was calculated according to P=IV/1000. Current density 
[mA/cm2] and power density [mW/m2] were determined by the cross-sectional area of 
the anode electrode, A [cm2] and applying appropriate unit conversion. Polarization 
curves were obtained by using multiple resistances over a single fed-batch cycle (open-
circuit from 2400W to 200W, 5 minutes per resistor) 
The pH of both the cathode and anode were measured and recorded daily. The pH of the 
cathode solution (water bath solution) was operated at a controlled range of 1.83-1.85, 
and the anode (wastewater) at neutral to slightly basic pH on a controlled range of 7.00-
7.9.  
The Chemical oxygen demand (COD) test was performed on the effluent on the start and 
at the end of every seven (7) days. COD was performed to indicate the amount of organic 
matter content of the feed. COD removal (COD) [%], was calculated based on the initial 
and final COD. Columbic efficiency (CE) [%] was based on measured COD 
removal. Chemical oxygen demand (COD) was measured using the standard method 
(method 8000). The tests were conducted at least two (2) hours in duplicate. 
 
3.6 SAMPLING TECHNIQUES 
 
• The COD data was taken to find the indication of the organic matter concentration 
and how it affects the power generation. 
• The pH levels of wastewater were adjusted by adding the amount of sulphuric acid 
(H2SO4) and the data was collected for graphically illustrating the power curves 
and polarization curves. 
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3.7 LABORATORY EQUIPMENT 
 
The following types of equipment were used in the experimental work: 
3.7.1 pH meter Crison pH 25+ 
 
A pH meter Crison pH 25+ is an electronic device that was used for measuring the pH 
(acidity or alkalinity) of a liquid.  The pH meter consists of a measuring probe connected 
to an electronic meter that measures and displays the pH reading.  At the bottom of the 
probe there is a bulb, the bulb is a sensitive part of a probe, that contains the sensor.  To 
measure the pH of a solution, the probe is dipped into the solution. 
  
3.7.2 DR 3900 Spectrophotometer (Hach Loveland) 
 
DR 3900 Spectrophotometer is the device that was used to measure the concentration of 
solutes in solution by measuring the amount of light that is absorbed by the solution in a 
cuvette placed in the spectrophotometer.  
 
3.7.3 Multimeter (MT22-Major Tech) 
 
MT22 Compact Multimeter display device was used to measure voltage, current and 
external resistance.   
 
3.8 RESEARCH LIMITATIONS 
 
3.8.1 Time Constraint Limitation 
 
The limitation of the project was the supply of fresh wastewater.  There were difficulties 
with getting the fresh wastewater from municipality thus the results were affected. 
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3.8.2 Equipment Limitation 
 
There were delays in the start-up of the experimental work due to the long lead time from 
the membrane supplier.  There were no sufficient instruments at the laboratory, 
specifically pH meter, conductivity meter, and other useful chemicals.   
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CHAPTER 4 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
This chapter covers the results obtained from the experiments and the discussion based 
on the results. 
4.2 RESULTS 
  
4.2.1 Uncoated Anode with CMI-7000S (0.45mm thick) Membrane 
 
Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 show the data used to produce the power density curves plotted 
in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 for the uncoated anode MFC while using CMI-7000S 
membrane on the first week and last week of the resident time respectively. 
Table 4.3: First week of the uncoated anode with CMI-7000S (0.45mm thick) membrane. 
Resistance  
() 
Voltage 
(V) 
Current 
(mA) 
Power density 
(mW/m2) 
Current density 
(mA/cm2)  
0CV 0.798 
   
2400 0.348 0.145 14.017 0.00403 
2200 0.335 0.152 14.170 0.00423 
2000 0.325 0.163 14.670 0.00451 
1800 0.305 0.169 14.356 0.00471 
1600 0.287 0.179 14.300 0.00498 
1400 0.276 0.184 14.107 0.00511 
1200 0.242 0.202 13.556 0.00560 
1000 0.212 0.212 12.484 0.00589 
800 0.179 0.224 11.125 0.00622 
600 0.139 0.232 8.945 0.00644 
400 0.094 0.235 6.136 0.00657 
200 0.046 0.230 2.939 0.00639 
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Table 4.1 shows an open-circuit voltage of 0.798V and cell voltage of 0.348V on start at 
an external resistance of 2400Ω.  The cell voltage decreases as the resistance decreases.  
The voltage decreased to 0.046V as the resistance decreased to 200Ω. 
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Figure 4.4: Power density and polarization curves for uncoated anode with CMI-7000S (0.45mm thick) 
membrane on the first week. 
 
Figure 4.1 clearly shows that the maximum power density output on the first week of the 
uncoated anode MFC produced was 14.670 mW/m2 at a current density of 0.00451 
mA/cm2 with external resistance of 2000Ω. The graph shows an increase in power 
density with an increase in current density to a maximum point then a decrease of power 
density with an increase in current density. The polarization curve shows a decrease in 
voltage with an increase in current density then shows a decrease in voltage with 
decreased current density. 
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Table 4.4: Last week of the uncoated anode with CMI-7000S (0.45mm thick) membrane. 
Resistance  
() 
Voltage 
(V) 
Current 
(mA) 
Power density 
(mW/m2) 
Current density 
(mA/cm2)  
OCV 0.452 
   
2400 0.177 0.074 4.662 0.00263 
2200 0.175 0.080 4.972 0.00284 
2000 0.169 0.085 5.100 0.00302 
1800 0.158 0.088 4.953 0.00313 
1600 0.148 0.093 4.889 0.00330 
1400 0.136 0.097 4.718 0.00347 
1200 0.125 0.104 4.650 0.00372 
1000 0.112 0.112 4.480 0.00400 
800 0.09 0.113 3.616 0.00402 
600 0.075 0.125 3.348 0.00446 
400 0.055 0.138 2.701 0.00491 
200 0.033 0.165 1.945 0.00589 
 
Table 4.2 shows an open-circuit voltage of 0.452 V and cell voltage of 0.177V on start at 
an eternal resistance of 2400Ω. The cell voltage decreases as the resistance decreases.  
The voltage decreased to 0.033V as the resistance decreased to 200Ω. 
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Figure 4.5: Power density and polarization curves for uncoated anode with CMI-7000S (0.45mm thick) 
membrane on the last week. 
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Lower results were obtained on the uncoated anode MFC on the last week where the 
maximum power density obtained was 5.100 mW/m2 with current density 0.00302 
mA/cm2 at fixed external resistance of 2000Ω.  Polarization curve shows a decrease in 
voltage with an increase in current density. 
 
4.2.2 PTFE Coated (30%) Anode with CMI-7000S (0.45mm thick) Membrane 
 
Table 4.3 and Table 4.4 shows the data used to produce the power density curves plotted 
in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 for the 30% PTFE coated anode while using CMI-7000S 
membrane on the first week and the last week of the residence time respectively. 
 
Table 4.5: First week of 30% PTFE coated anode with CMI-7000S (0.45mm thick) membrane. 
Resistance  
() 
Voltage 
(V) 
Current 
(mA) 
Power density 
(mW/m2) 
Current density 
(mA/cm2)  
0CV 
0.746 
   
2400 0.448 0.187 23.230 0.00519 
2200 0.435 0.198 23.892 0.00549 
2000 0.425 0.213 25.087 0.00590 
1800 0.405 0.225 25.313 0.00625 
1600 0.366 0.244 24.807 0.00678 
1400 0.322 0.268 24.001 0.00745 
1200 0.289 0.289 23.200 0.00803 
1000 0.249 0.311 21.528 0.00865 
800 0.205 0.342 19.456 0.00949 
600 0.178 0.356 17.602 0.00989 
400 0.148 0.370 15.211 0.01028 
200 0.118 0.393 12.893 0.01093 
 
Table 4.3 shows that the voltage decreases with decreasing the resistance while the 
current and current density continuously increases.  The power density increases with 
increasing current and reaches a maximum point and start to decrease.  The open-circuit 
for this MFC was 0.746V and the cell voltage started at 0.448V at initial resistance of 
2400Ω and decreased to 0.118V as the resistance was decreased to 200Ω.  
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Figure 4.6: Power density and polarization curves for 30% coated anode with CMI-7000S (0.45mm thick) 
membrane on the first week. 
 
Figure 4.3 shows that the 30% PTFE coated anode MFC on the first week reached a 
maximum power density of 25.313 mW/m2 at a current density of 0.00625 mA/cm2 with 
external resistance of 1800 Ω. The polarization curve shows that as the voltage that was 
measured per resistance decreases the current density increases. The voltage decreased 
from 0.448 V at current density of 0.00519 mA/cm2 to 0.118V at current density of 
0.01093 mA/cm2. 
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Table 4.6: Last week of 30% PTFE coated anode with CMI-7000S (0.45mm thick) membrane. 
Resistance  
() 
Voltage 
(V) 
Current 
(mA) 
Power density 
(mW/m2) 
Current density 
(mA/cm2)  
OCV 0.625 
   
2400 0.352 0.147 14.341 0.00407 
2200 0.344 0.156 14.915 0.00434 
2000 0.332 0.166 15.309 0.00461 
1800 0.317 0.176 15.508 0.00489 
1600 0.298 0.186 15.417 0.00517 
1400 0.270 0.193 14.464 0.00536 
1200 0.244 0.203 13.781 0.00565 
1000 0.220 0.220 13.444 0.00611 
800 0.188 0.235 12.272 0.00653 
600 0.146 0.243 9.869 0.00676 
400 0.104 0.260 7.511 0.00722 
200 0.064 0.320 5.689 0.00889 
 
Table 4.4 above also shows the same trend that as the resistance is decreased the 
voltage also decreases while the current continuously increases. The open-circuit 
voltage for this MFC was 0.625V and the cell voltage was 0.352V at the resistance of 
2400Ω. As the resistance was decreased the cell voltage decreased to 0.064V at 200Ω.
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Figure 4.7: Power density and polarization curves for 30% coated anode with CMI-7000S (0.45mm thick) 
membrane on last week.  
 
Lower results were obtained in the last week of the residence time where the maximum 
power density produced was 15.508 mW/m2 with a current density of 0.00489 mA/cm2 
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at 1800 Ω fixed external resistance.  The curve shows a little increase in power density 
with an increase in current density up to the maximum point then a continuous decrease 
in power with an increase in power density.  The polarization curve shows that the 
voltage decreased from 0.352V at a current density of 0.0407 mA/cm2 to 0.064V at a 
current density of 0.00889 mA/cm2. Polarization curve shows a decrease in voltage with 
an increase in current density. 
 
4.2.3 PTFE Coated (30%) Anode with Nafion (0.05mm thick) Membrane 
 
Table 4.5 and Table 4.6 show the data used to produce the power density curves plotted 
in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 for the 30% PTFE coated anode while using Nafion (0.05mm 
thick) membrane on the first and last week of the residence time respectively. 
 
 
Table 4.7: First week of 30% PTFE coated anode with Nafion (0.05mm thick) membrane. 
Resistance  
() 
Voltage 
(V) 
Current 
(mA) 
Power density  
(mW/m2) 
Current density 
(mA/cm2)  
0CV 
0.0630 
   
2400 0.0090 0.0038 9.375 0.00010 
2200 0.0085 0.0038 8.972 0.00010 
2000 0.0070 0.0035 6.805 0.00019 
1800 0.0060 0.0033 5.550 0.00009 
1600 0.0051 0.0031 4.333 0.00008 
1400 0.0045 0.0032 4.012 0.00008 
1200 0.0040 0.0030 3.333 0.00008 
1000 0.0030 0.0030 2.500 0.00008 
800 0.0020 0.0025 1.388 0.00006 
600 0.0015 0.0025 1.041 0.00006 
400 0.0015 0.0037 1.562 0.00010 
200 0.0005 0.0025 0.347 0.00006 
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Table 4.5 shows that the voltage decreases with decreasing resistance while the current 
and current density continuously increases and then decreases. The open-circuit for this 
MFC was 0.0630 V and the cell voltage started at 0.0090V at fixed resistance of 2400Ω 
and decreased to 0.0005 V at 200Ω resistance. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.8: Power density and polarization curves for 30% PTFE coated anode with Nafion (0.05mm thick) 
membrane on the first week. 
 
 
Figure 4.5 shows that 30% PTFE coated anode with Nafion (0.05mm thick) reached the 
maximum power density of 9.375 mW/m2 at a current density of 0.00010 mA/cm2 with 
an external resistance of 2400Ω and then starts to decrease. The polarization curve shows 
that as the voltage decreases the current density increases and then decreases. The power 
density graph decreases with a decrease in voltage.  
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Table 4.8: Last week of 30% PTFE coated anode with Nafion (0.05mm thick) membrane. 
Resistance  
() 
Voltage 
(V) 
Current 
(mA) 
Power 
density  
(mW/m2) 
Current 
density 
(mA/cm2)  
0CV 
0.0465 
   
2400 0.0030 0.0012 1.041 0.00003 
2200 0.0030 0.0013 1.133 0.00003 
2000 0.0025 0.0012 0.868 0.00003 
1800 0.0020 0.0011 0.616 0.00003 
1600 0.0020 0.0012 0.694 0.00003 
1400 0.0015 0.0010 0.445 0.00002 
1200 0.0010 0.0008 0.231 0.00002 
1000 0.0010 0.0010 0.277 0.00002 
800 0.0010 0.0012 0.347 0.00003 
600 0.0005 0.0008 0.111 0.00002 
400 0.0005 0.0012 0.173 0.00003 
200 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.00000 
 
Table 4.6 above also shows the same trend that as the resistance is decreased the 
voltage also decreases while the current did not follow any particular trend. The open-
circuit voltage for this MFC was 0.0465V and the cell voltage was 0.0030V at the 
resistance of 2400Ω. As the resistance was decreased the cell voltage decreased to 0.0 V 
at 200Ω.
 
Figure 4.9: Power density and polarization curves for 30% PTFE coated anode with Nafion (0.05mm thick) 
membrane on the last week.  
 
Figure 4.6 shows that Lower results were obtained in the last week of the residence time 
where the maximum power density produced was 1.133 mW/m2 with a current density 
of 0.0003 mA/cm2 at 2200 Ω fixed external resistance.  The polarization curve shows that 
the voltage decreased from 0.0030 V at a current density of 0.000003 mA/cm2 to 0.0 V at 
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a current density of 0.0 mA/cm2. Polarization curve shows a decrease in voltage with an 
increase in current density. 
 
4.2.4 PTFE Coated (30%) Anode with Nafion (0.18mm thick) Membrane 
 
Table 4.7 and Table 4.8 shows the data used to produce the power density curves plotted 
in Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 for the 30% PTFE coated anode while using Nafion (0.18 mm 
thick) membrane on the first and last week of the residence time respectively. 
 
Table 4.9: First week of 30% PTFE coated anode with Nafion (0.18mm thick) membrane. 
Resistance  
() 
Voltage 
(V) 
Current 
(mA) 
Power density 
(mW/m2) 
Current density 
(mA/cm2)  
OCV 0.571 
   
2400 0.251 0.104 8.159 0.00288 
2200 0.244 0.110 8.412 0.00305 
2000 0.234 0.117 8.510 0.00325 
1800 0.229 0.127 9.056 0.00352 
1600 0.215 0.134 8.980 0.00372 
1400 0.204 0.145 9.240 0.00402 
1200 0.189 0.157 9.253 0.00436 
1000 0.173 0.173 9.303 0.00480 
800 0.153 0.191 9.095 0.00530 
600 0.131 0.218 8.890 0.00605 
400 0.100 0.250 7.771 0.00694 
200 0.061 0.305 5.783 0.00847 
 
 
Table 4.7 shows that the voltage decreases with decreasing resistance while the current 
and current density continuously increases. The open-circuit for this MFC was 0.571 V 
and the cell voltage started at 0.251 V at fixed resistance of 2400Ω and decreased to 0.061 
V at 200Ω resistance. 
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Figure 4. 10: Power density and polarization curves for 30% PTFE coated anode with Nafion (0.18mm 
thick) membrane on the first week.  
 
Figure 4.7 shows that 30% PTFE coated anode with Nafion (0.18mm thick) reached the 
maximum power density of 9.303 mW/m2 at a current density of 0.00480 mA/cm2 with 
an external resistance of 1000Ω and then starts to decrease. The polarization curve shows 
that as the voltage decreases the current density continues to increase.  
 
Table 4. 10: Last week of 30% PTFE coated anode with Nafion (0.18mm thick) membrane. 
Resistance  
() 
Voltage 
(V) 
Current 
(mA) 
Power density 
(mW/m2) 
Current density 
(mA/cm2)  
0CV 
0.425 
   
2400 0.160 0.066 2.933 0.00183 
2200 0.158 0.071 3.116 0.00197 
2000 0.153 0.076 3.230 0.00211 
1800 0.146 0.081 3.285 0.00225 
1600 0.139 0.086 3.320 0.00238 
1400 0.132 0.094 3.446 0.00261 
1200 0.124 0.103 3.547 0.00286 
1000 0.112 0.112 3.484 0.00311 
800 0.099 0.123 3.382 0.00341 
600 0.083 0.138 3.181 0.00383 
400 0.064 0.160 2.844 0.00444 
200 0.039 0.195 2.112 0.00541 
 
Table 4.8 above also shows the same trend that as the resistance is decreased the voltage 
also decreases while the current continuously increases. The open-circuit voltage for this 
MFC was 0.425V and the cell voltage was 0.160V at the resistance of 2400Ω. As the 
resistance was decreased the cell voltage decreased to 0.039V at 200Ω. 
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Figure 4.11: Power density and polarization curves for 30% PTFE coated anode with Nafion (0.18mm 
thick) membrane on the last week.  
 
Lower results were obtained in the last week of the residence time where the maximum 
power density produced was 3.547 mW/m2 with a current density of 0.00286 mA/cm2 
at 1200Ω fixed external resistance. The curve shows a little increase in power density 
with an increase in current density up to the maximum point then a continuous decrease 
in power density. The polarization curve shows that the voltage decreased from 0.160V 
at a current density of 0.00183 mA/cm2 to 0.039V at a current density of 0.00541 
mA/cm2. Polarization curve shows a decrease in voltage with an increase in current 
density. 
 
4.3 DISCUSSION 
 
For both the MFCs, the power densities increase with current to a maximum power point 
(i.e. 14.670 mW/m2 for uncoated MFC on first week and 5.100 mW/m2 on the last week, 
and 25.313 mW/m2 for coated MFC on the first week and 15.508 mW/m2 on the last 
week).  For comparison between the two MFCs with 0.45mm thick CMI-7000S 
membrane, a greater power density was produced on the 30% PTFE anode MFC than on 
the untreated anode MFC.  This shows that the coated anode material performs better 
compared to the uncoated anode material.   
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Both MFCs revealed that the power densities increase with current to a maximum point, 
that is, 9.303 mW/m2 for 30% coated anode with 0.18mm thick Nafion membrane and 
3.547 mW/m2 on the last week. 30% coated MFC with 0.05mm thick Nafion yielded from 
9.375 mW/m2 on the first week to 1.133 mW/m2 on last week.  Beyond this point, the 
power drops due to Ohmi’c losses and electrode potentials to a point where no more 
power is produced.  MFC with 0.18mm thick Nafion decreased the power density from 
the first week to last the week by 38% while the MFC with 0.05mm thick Nafion decreased 
the power density from the first week to last the last week by 12%, therefore MFC with 
0.18mm thick Nafion performs better than the MFC with 0.05mm thick Nafion membrane.  
For comparison between CMI-7000S and Nafion membranes, 0.45mm thick CMI-7000S 
membrane with 30% coated anode performed better by producing power density which 
was greater than that of Nafion membranes.   
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
This chapter covers the conclusions that were drawn based on the results obtained and 
analysed, and the recommendations drawn from the conclusions to give a solution to the 
problems encountered throughout the course of the project. 
 
5.2 CONCLUSIONS 
 
− The 30% PTFE coated anode with 0.45 mm thick CMI-7000S membrane produces 
a greater power density as compared to the uncoated anode and Nafion 
membranes; therefore, coated anode is more efficient in generating power than 
the untreated anode 
− The 30% PTFE coated anode with 0.18mm thick Nafion membrane produces a 
greater power density as compared to 0.05mm thick Nafion membrane, therefore; 
the thicker the membrane the greater the power density. 
− The performance of individual membrane varies significantly with the amount of 
resistance; decrease in resistance increases the current density.   
− The membrane performance directly affects the overall performance of MFC 
− There is insufficient literature regarding the performance of bioelectrochemical 
properties between the two membranes in the municipal wastewater. 
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5.3 RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
− Further development of present and new concepts about membrane and MFC 
performance should be done. 
− Technical challenges and the future outlook of MFC needs to be explored explicitly. 
− Fresh wastewater from the wastewater plant is needed for increasing the power 
output since it contains a higher concentration of organic matter.  
− Anode bacterial growth is active when the pH of wastewater is kept close to 
neutral, therefore the pH of the wastewater must be kept around the pH levels 
where bacteria are active for growth for better power output. 
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